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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

The California Maritime Academy (CMA) was asked to evaluate issues 
associated with the implementation of the California Air Resources Board (ARB) 
ship fuel regulation, which began on July 1, 2009.  This recently adopted 
regulation requires the use of low sulfur marine distillate fuels (distillate fuels) by 
oceangoing vessels (OGV) within twenty-four (24) nautical miles of the California 
coastline. While most vessel operators are successfully complying with the 
regulation without incident, some operators have reported operational difficulties 
that may be related to fuel switching from heavy fuel oil to distillate fuel. 
Shipboard issues that are potentially related to the use of distillate fuel under the 
ARB ship fuel regulation include: 1) vessel stalling, 2) variable engine speed at 
low loads, 3) difficulty starting, and 4) inability to operate at full cruise speed.  
ARB requested that the CMA perform the following tasks: 

 Task 1: Investigate the root causes of operational difficulties or incidents 
that could be related to the use of low sulfur distillate fuel 

 Task 2: Identify strategies or lessons learned that have been used to 
address or avoid operational issues found in Task 1 

 Task 3: Prepare a technical report that summarizes the findings reported 
from Tasks 1 and 2, and that recommends solutions to avoid operational 
issues 

This report satisfies Task 3 by summarizing the work that the CMA performed to 
evaluate the operational incidents related to implementation of the ship fuel 
regulation and providing recommendations for ship operators. 

Based on the available information, CMA Technical Staff believes that heating of 
the distillate fuel resulting in viscosity below the recommended minimum level, 
often combined with other factors, was the cause of most operational difficulties 
associated with the usage of low sulfur distillate fuel.  The other factors include: 
(1) worn fuel system equipment, such as fuel pumps or seals; (2) engine 
adjustments not optimized for the use of distillate fuels such as rack or governor 
settings; and (3) operational procedures not optimized for the use of distillate 
fuel. 

The use of a low viscosity distillate fuel combined with worn high-pressure fuel 
pumps resulted in inadequate fuel injection pressures.  Loss of propulsion can 
result under these circumstances, due to excessive leakage of fuel within the 
high-pressure fuel pumps.  Excessively worn or leaking pumps can result in low 
fuel injection pressures and incomplete combustion.  Therefore, it is critical that 
shipboard crew maintain the fuel injection pumps within manufacturer’s 
specifications, and ensure that fuel viscosity is maintained above 2 centistokes  
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(cSt) at the high-pressure fuel pump inlet. Recommendations for improved 
practices stemming from this review include: 

 Perform a Fuel Switching Test Prior to Visiting California  
 Determine Condition of High-Pressure Fuel Pumps Using the Fuel Pump 

Index 
 Document Fuel Switching Procedures for the Crew 
 Adjust Preventative Maintenance Schedule of Fuel System Components 

as Determined by Operational Experience 
 Specify and Verify Distillate Fuel Viscosity 
 Maintain Fuel Systems to Prevent External Leakage 
 Check Governor Pre-set Speed Setting or Binding of the Fuel Rack 
 Transfer Control from the Bridge to Engine Control Room if the Engine is 

Difficult to Start 
 Evaluate Cylinder Lubrication 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Background 

In July, 2008, the California Air Resources Board (ARB) adopted a regulation to 
reduce the public’s exposure to air pollutants from ocean-going vessels.  The 
regulation required ocean-going vessel operators to use cleaner-burning low 
sulfur distillate fuels within twenty-four (24) nautical miles of the California 
coastline in their main engines, auxiliary engines, and auxiliary boilers, starting in 
July, 2009 [1]. Ocean-going vessel operators normally use heavy fuel oil (HFO 
or residual fuel), which is more viscous, and higher in sulfur content and other 
components that increase exhaust emissions. 

Most vessel operators are successfully complying with the ARB regulation 
without incident. However, some operators have reported operational difficulties 
that may be related to the use of the distillate fuel. 

Observed shipboard issues that are potentially related to the ARB ship fuel 
regulation include: 1) vessel stalling, 2) variable engine speed at low loads, 3) 
difficulty starting, and 4) inability to operate at full cruise speed.  

The ARB requested that the CMA evaluate the issues associated with 
implementation of the ship fuel regulation.  Specifically, the CMA was asked to 
perform the following: 

 Task 1: Investigate the root causes of operational difficulties or incidents 
that could be related to the use of low sulfur distillate fuel 

 Task 2: Identify strategies or lessons learned that have been used to 
address or avoid operational issues found in Task 1 

 Task 3: Prepare a technical report that summarizes the findings reported 
from Tasks 1 and 2, and recommends solutions to avoid operational 
issues. 

1.2 Report Scope 

The data discussed here and the conclusions reached are based on preliminary 
data. This report summarizes the work that CMA performed to evaluate the 
operational incidents related to implementation of the ship fuel regulation from 
December 2009 through September 2010. 
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2 INFORMATION AND APPROACH 

2.1 Sources of Information and Data Analysis 

The CMA, in most cases, did not have access to the involved vessels or crew.  
Root cause could not be investigated at the source of the incident.  All results 
and conclusions are based upon documents and communications as described 
below. 

The California Maritime Academy reviewed a range of information to support this 
effort. A variety of documents and information were considered in our evaluation.  
Relevant documents were United States Coast Guard (USCG) Loss Of 
Propulsion (LOP)1 incident reports [2], San Francisco Pilots incident log [3], Long 
Beach Pilot incident log [4], industry responses to an ARB fleet survey of vessel 
operator experience with the low sulfur fuel [5], ARB “Overview of Data Gathering 
on Ocean-Going Ship Operational Experiences” [6], engine manufacturer 
technical reports from MAN “Operation on Low-Sulphur Fuels” [7], “Wartsila, 
Distillate Fuel Use, Technical Information to all Owners / Operators of Wartsila 
RTA and RT-Flex Engines” [8], MAN, “Guidelines on Operation on Distillate 
Fuels, Low-viscosity Fuels” [9], Hyundai Heavy Industries, “Operation on MAN 
B&W engines on the low sulphur fuels” [10], and service manuals, MAN Diesel, 
“46-108 MC Engines [11 &12]”, MAN Diesel, “50-108 ME Engines” [13 & 14], 
Wartsila, “RTA84C” [15 & 16], Wartsila, RT-Flex96C [17 & 18].  The CMA also 
reviewed information from shipping lines, USCG staff who conducted vessel 
casualty investigations, licensed marine engineers, marine surveyors [19] and 
other technical data sources [20]. 

The information described above was analyzed to identify the reported symptom, 
stated cause, successful remedy, subsequent analysis, and potential root cause.  
The CMA technical staff also researched the technical documents associated 
with the use of low sulfur distillate fuels and discussed the information with the 
appropriate individuals.  Phone conferences were held with fleet managers, 
engine manufacturers’ representatives, and marine surveyors.  The CMA 
technical staff also visited vessels to discuss operational problems and methods 
used for fuel switching with ship-board personnel.  In the following sections, CMA 
Technical Staff provides a brief summary of the data collected on the 3 key 
sources of information regarding operational experiences:  the ARB Survey, 
USCG LOP Reports and the Pilot Incident Data. 

1 A reportable marine casualty, in accordance with 46 CFR 4.05-1(a)(3), includes a loss of main propulsion, 
primary steering, or any associated component or control system that reduces the maneuverability of the 
vessel. 
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2.2 ARB Ocean-Going Vessel Operational Experience Survey 

In fall 2009, the ARB requested any ship owner or operators (shipping lines, 
tanker operators, cruise lines, etc.) that operate in California to complete the 
Oceangoing Ship Survey (Survey).  The Survey requested information only for 
oceangoing ships (both domestic and foreign-flagged) that visited a California 
port in 2009. 

The primary goal of the Survey was to 
 Collect information on operational experiences from available sources 

(vessel owners or operators). 
 Compile a central list of information and recommendations. 
 Provide information to maritime industry. 
 Identify primary areas of concern to aid in implementation. 

The Survey consisted of two parts, Part I requested contact information on 
owner/operator of the vessel/s.  Part II requested information on the vessel’s 
engines (such as model, year, horsepower, typical loads and fuels used) and 
ability to operate on low sulfur distillate fuel. 

The survey was sent to the ARB listserve which is comprised of 2400 members. 
A total of 58 fleet managers responded to the survey, providing information on 
the fleets that they manage and 51 individual vessel operators responded.  
Figure 2.2-1 gives an overview of the survey responses and the vessel types 
which were included in the survey. Additional information on the survey and 
survey results can be found at: 
http://www.arb.ca.gov/ports/marinevess/meetings/042810/ARB_OGV_Data_Gath 
ering.pdf 
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Ship operator responses: 
51 operators reported 
information on 148 
vessels 

Fleet operator responses: 
58 fleet managers 
responded 
(representing 1723 
vessels) 
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FFigure 2.2-11: Numberr of OGV SSurvey Partticipants aand Vessel Types 

Sourrce: ARB [Refeerence 5] 

TThe problemms reported to ARB in the Surveyy were very similar in ccontext to thhe 
UUSCG LOP incident reports whichh will be disscussed lateer in this chhapter. As a 
wwhole, thesee two sourcces of informmation overrlapped thoough the Fleeet Survey 
reevealed prooblems whicch did not impact the mmaneuverinng capabilitty of the vessel. 

OOperational Problems RReported inn the ARB SSurvey 

TThe fuel switching operrational prooblems repoorted in the ARB Surveey were 
primarily notted as occuurring after switching frrom heavy fuel oil to ddistillate (seee 
FFigure 2.2-22 below) andd a higher nnumber of pproblems wwere noted during 
mmaneuveringg as compaared to trannsiting. Equuipment prooblems werre noted across 
a variety of eequipment with the higghest numbber of problems focusing on 
equipment leeaks and wwith fuel pummps as shoown in Figurre 2.2-2. 
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FFigure 2.2-22: OGV Suurvey Repoorted Equippment Prooblems 

Sourrce: ARB [Refeerence 5] 

EExcessive fuuel leakagee due to thee low viscossity of distillate fuel cann be a 
significant problem thatt can affectt vessel opeeration (Figgure 2.2-2). Excessivee 
fuuel leakagee from fuel ssystem gasskets and seeals, circulaating pump shaft sealss, 
high-pressurre fuel pummps, and fueel valves haas been repported. Inteernal leakagge 
thhrough highh-pressure ffuel pumpss and fuel vaalves can rresult in an excessive 
amount of fuuel returningg back to thhe fuel drain tank. 

WWhen operaating on disttillate fuel aa decrease in fuel oil ssystem presssure due too 
innternal weaar of the fueel circulatingg pumps orr hysteresiss/sluggish ooperation off the 
fuuel system back-presssure regulatting valve iss also a relaated factor. Low systeem 
pressure will retard thee timing of fuuel deliveryy to the commbustion chhamber andd will 
amplify any internal leaakage withinn the high ppressure fuel pump. TThis can bee 
expected to negatively affect peakk firing presssures and can result in incompleete 
fuuel combusstion. 

EExcessive wwear and sccuffing on thhe high-pressure pump was repoorted. In twoo 
SSurvey repoorts the condition was ssufficiently severe to ccause seizuure of the fuuel 
pump plungeer within the barrel. It is not knowwn if the puump seizurees were cauused 
by improper fuel switchhing procedures or were due to loow lubricity of the fuel.  It 
iss also not known if the pumps weere operatedd with the ffuel viscositty below thee 
mmanufactureer’s minimum limit of 22 cSt. 
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SSome vesseels reportedd that they hhad difficultty running aat their full ccruising speeed 
wwhen operatting on distillate fuel. Since distillate fuels aare less dennse than heeavy 
fuuel oil, theyy contain lesss heat eneergy per unit of volumee. When ruunning on 
distillate fuel the high-ppressure fueel pumps wwill be required to injecct a slightly 
inncreased voolume of fuel into the ccombustionn chamber tto maintain the same 
power outpuut. This prooblem was ddiscussed wwith techniccal representatives witth 
twwo of the laargest marinne propulsioon diesel engine manuufacturers. The 
reepresentativves from booth compannies believeed that the high-pressuure fuel pummps 
foor these engines are ddesigned to supply suffficient volume and thaat a reductioon in 
speed shoulld not occurr if the engiine is operaated under normal parrameters. 

FFigure 2.2-33 illustrates the responses to an OOGV Survey question “If you had 
problems, diid the probllems occur during fuell switching, after fuel sswitching or 
both?” Vesssel operators reported that more difficulties occurred affter fuel 
swwitching theen the timee period durring which tthe fuel swiitching was taking placce. 

WWhile the inddustry has not routinely switchedd from HFOO to distillatee fuels wheen 
trransiting intto a port forr a number of years, ccommon prooblems asssociated witth 
thhis process, fuel incommpatibility aand thermal shock, aree well underrstood. It mmay 
be this heighhtened awaareness as to the criticcal factors aassociated with the fueel 
swwitching process whicch has resulted in the ppositive outtcome. Inddeed very feew 
innstances off fuel incommpatibility orr fuel pumpp seizure duue to thermaal shock weere 
reeported in tthe survey. This data is an indicaator that in the majorityy of cases 
thhese proceddures are aadequate too protect thee engine injection equuipment. 

FFigure 2.2-33: OGV Suurvey Timinng of Probblems Due to Fuel Swwitching 

Sourrce: ARB [Refeerence 5] 
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LOSS OF PROPULSION INCIDENTS 
Monrhly Tora/sin 2009 - 2010 

---■ • . • • I • • • t '"' • • : . t t 

- . . - . . . 
~an-09 5 2 
Feb-09 3 2 
Mar-09 3 2 

Apr-09 • 0 
Ma -09 2 

Jun--09 
Jul-09 13 
Aug-09 8 
Sep-09 9 

Oct-09 8 
Nov-09 3 
Dec-09 5 
Jan-10 5 1 5 
Feb-10 3 0 2 
Mar-10 3 2 5 
Apr-10 2 0 2 
May-10 • 0 2 
Jun-10 2 0 
Jul-10 3 2 0 

iofals .. 31 21 

__ _________________ _________________ ________________ _________________ _________________ _________________ _________________ ________ 

22.3 USCG LLoss of Proopulsion Inncident Reeports 

TThe USCG rroutinely traacks loss off propulsionn (LOP) inccidents. Beeginning in eearly 
2009, USGSS added a “Fuel Switchhing Relateed” designaation to LOPPs that theyy 
believe to bee primarily rrelated to fuuel switchinng. A summmary of thee LOP incideents 
reecorded by the USCG District 11 for ocean--going vesssels transitinng to and frrom 
CCalifornia poorts betweeen January 2009 and JJuly 2010 iss provided in Table 2.i 33-1 
and graphicaally depicteed in Figuree 2.3-1. As can be seeen, during tthis time theere 
wwas an increease in totaal LOP when the Califoornia regulaation begann 
immplementattion in July 2009 and tthen a steaddy decline for the twellve month 
period from July 2009 tto July 20100 during whhich the CMMA Techniccal Staff 
reeviewed thee USCG reports. 

TTable 2.3-1 and Figure 2.3-1 also provides ddata on the frequency that which 
ocean-goingg vessel opeerators useed the Safetty Exemptioon. The Caalifornia ARRB 
ship fuel reggulation conntains a Saffety Exempption, whichh allows thee vessel maaster 
too use HFO if that person determines that coompliance wwould endanger the saafety 
of the vesseel, its crew, its cargo, oor its passengers becaause of severe weatheer 
conditions, eequipment ffailure, fuel contaminaation, or othher extraorddinary reasoons 
beyond the master’s reeasonable ccontrol. A nnumber of vvessel mastters have 
utilized this pprovision too allow the engineeringg staff timee to make necessary 
reepairs to the main enggine or fuel system. 

TTable 2.3-1:: Summaryy of Loss oof Propulsion Incidents. 

SSource: USCGG [Reference 1]] 
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Figure 2.3-1: Comparison of Various Loss of Propulsion Incident Types 
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It should be noted that over half of all the reported LOP incidents were not listed 
as fuel switching related, as seen in Figure 2.3-2 below.  While there have been 
some vessels which have had difficulty operating on distillate fuel, LOP incidents 
are currently at pre-regulation levels.  With about 10,000 vessel visits between 
July 1, 2009 and July 31, 2010 the vast majority are successfully operating on 
distillate fuel. However, continued operational difficulties remain a concern and 
this report provides an initial evaluation of the root causes of LOP incidents.   

Operational Problems Noted in the LOP Incident Reports 

CMA Technical Staff reviewed the LOP incident reports that were denoted by the 
USCG as being fuel switching related and identified the primary operational issue 
that resulted in the LOP. As shown in Figure 2.3-2, the primary operational 
issues noted were: the main propulsion engine was unstable at low loads, the 
main engine failed to start, excessive fuel leakage, and failure to reverse.  It is 
the opinion of CMA Technical Staff that the LOP incidents are primarily related 
to: 1) fuel viscosity management, 2) maintenance procedures, 3) crew training, 
and 4) fuel system equipment condition. Below, CMA Technical Staff discuss the 
four operational issues most commonly reported in the LOP Fuel Switching 
Related reports reviewed as part of this investigation. 
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External Leakage 
40/o 

Fail to Start 
180/o 

Unstable at Dead 
Slow 
190/o 

□ Non Fuel Related 

■ Unstable at Dead Slow 

□ Fail to Start 

□ Fail to Reverse 

□ External Leakage 

Non Fuel Related 
520/o 

__ _________________ _________________ ________________ _________________ _________________ _________________ _________________ ________ 

FFigure 2.3-22: Breakdoown of LOP Incidentss. 

(Data obtained from informattion containedd within USCG Incident Reeports) 
SSource: USCGG [Reference 1]] 

FAIL TO STARRT 

TThe main enngine will noot start on ddistillate fueel. In manyy cases, this was 
preceded byy unstable ooperation at Dead Sloww. The speecific causee in each caase 
varied but inncluded exccessively woorn high-prressure fuel pump plunnger/barrel 
wwear, misaddjusted or innoperative vvariable injeection timinng, low presssure withinn the 
fuuel system, sticking higgh-pressuree pump sucction valve push rods, and 
excessively low fuel visscosity. 

UUNSTABLE ATT DEAD SLOWW 

TThe main enngine speedd varies or the engine stalls whenn running aat Dead Slow. 
TThe engine wwill run reliaably at highher speeds.. In many ccases, this problem waas 
reesolved by simply incrreasing the engine govvernor setting so as too raise the 
DDead Slow sspeed by 2 or 3 RPM.  In other caases, enginne control wwas transferred 
frrom the Briddge to Engine Control Room beccause this aallows a fineer control oof 
engine speeed. 

FAIL TO REVEERSE 

TThe main enngine can ruun at low looads and will start normmally; howeever, it cannot 
sttart when thhe engine aattempts to reverse whhile the vesssel is proceeeding throough 
thhe water abbove a certaain speed. In that conndition, therre can be coonsiderablee 
negative torqque createdd by the proopeller “winnd milling”. An engine that can sttart 
inn the aheadd direction mmay have trrouble in thhis scenarioo due to thee extra load 
immposed by the “wind mmilling” effect of the proopeller. 
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EXTERNAL LEAKAGE 

There are leaking O-rings on fuel valves (fuel injectors) causing excessive fuel 
leakage and leakage on high-pressure manifold.  Loss of propulsion was due to a 
voluntary shut-down of the main engine to repair leakage before vessel 
proceeded to its destination. 

Types of Vessels and Engines Involved in LOP Incidents 

To date all of the vessels reporting a loss of propulsion have utilized the 2-stroke 
cycle slow-speed crosshead type diesel engine for propulsion.  Figure 2.3-3 
illustrates the different types of vessels which encountered Fuel Switching 
Related LOP incidents.     

Figure 2.3-3: Vessel Types Involved in Fuel Switching Related LOP 
Incidents from 7/1/09 through 9/2/10 

Container 
48% 

Tanker 
37% 

Freighter 
15% 

Container 

Tanker 

Freighter 

Figure 2.3-4 is a breakdown of all LOP incidents regardless of cause.  A 
comparison of the engine bore size for fuel switching related LOP incidents is 
given in Figure 2.3-5. While engines with bore sizes between 600 & 700 mm 
have the highest percentage of incidents, this may be due to the popularity of this 
engine size. 
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Figure 2.3-4: Vessel types Involved in LOP Incidents from 1/1/09 through 
9/2/10 

Container 
47% 

Tanker 
29% 

Freighter 
22% 

Bulker or 
RO/RO 
2% 

Container 

Tanker 

Freighter 

Bulker or RO/RO 

Figure 2.3-5: Fuel Switching Related LOPs Referenced by Cylinder Bore 
Size 

28% 

50% 

22% 

800 ‐ 900 mm bore 

600 ‐700 mm bore 

400 ‐ 500 mm bore 

The fact that engines with fewer than seven cylinders have the largest 
percentage of fuel switching related LOP’s as shown in Figure 2.3-6 may be 
more than purely statistical. The more cylinders that an engine has the less it 
would be affected by poor combustion in one of those cylinders.      
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Figure 2.3-6:   Fuel Switching Related LOPs Referenced by Number of 
Engine Cylinders 

17% 

28% 
55% 

Above 8 cylinders 

7‐8 cylinders 

5‐6 Cylinders 

Figure 2.3-7 lists the propulsion power of those vessels which experienced fuel 
switching related LOP incidents. After carefully considering all the data provided 
concerning the different 2-stroke cycle diesel engines which experienced fuel 
switching related LOP incidents, we did not have sufficient information on vessel 
population to determine if there is a trend or if the data simply reflects the 
percentage of engines in the fleet visiting California. 
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FFigure 2.3-77: Fuel Swwitching Reelated LOPPs Referenced by Proopulsion 
PPower Outpput 
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SSource: USCGG [Reference 1]] 

22.4 Bar Piloot Incident Logs 

FFrom July 20009 throughh Decembeer 2009, thee San Franccisco Bar PPilots and thhe 
Long Beach Bar Pilots maintainedd logs of anny operationnal issues that they nooted 
wwhile pilotingg a vessel. The typess of operatioonal issues were grouped into 122 
categories aas shown inn Figure 2.44-1 below. TThe operattional probleems reporteed 
show similarr patterns too the USCGG LOP inciddent reportss. Howeveer, problemss 
noted in the pilot logs ddid not alwaays lead to an LOP inccident. 
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3 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

In this section, CMA Technical Staff provide a general overview of fuel types 
followed by the range of possible root causes considered as part of this 
preliminary evaluation. 

3.1 Marine Fuel Types 

Marine distillate fuel characteristics and specifications are described by the 
International Maritime Organization (ISO) 8217 fuel standard.  Marine distillate 
fuels are listed in this standard as DMX, DMA (MGO), and DMB (MDO).  DMX is 
not normally carried aboard merchant vessels as it has a lower flashpoint and 
additional storage requirements.  DMA and DMB are the most common distillate 
fuels and they have guaranteed good combustion characteristics due to the 
specified cetane index (see Table 3.1).   

Distillate fuels, as compared to heavy fuel oil, have far fewer handling 
requirements, burn cleaner, and contain considerably less ash or carbon residue. 
Engine manufacturers have indicated that viscosities for DMA and DMB distillate 
fuels have no adverse effect on the operation of fuel injection components as 
long as the 2 cSt minimum viscosity is maintained. Low sulfur distillate fuels 
typically have a viscosity in the lower part of the allowable range which can 
cause problems if the fuel is heated excessively within the fuel system. The 
temperature-viscosity diagram Table 3.2 graphically shows the effects of 
temperature on the viscosity of marine distillate fuels. 

Distillate fuels have considerably lower densities than residual fuel which results 
in a net reduction in the calorific values by volume. As high pressure fuel pumps 
are volume controlled, the fuel pump index will typically increase to maintain the 
same engine load. 

Marine Residual Fuels (RMX, HFO or residual fuel) are categorized by their 
viscosity at 50° C. As the name implies, these fuels are the residual left behind 
in the crude oil cracking process. They contains a concentration of unwanted 
impurities like vanadium, sodium, and up to 5% m/m sulfur and are unsuitable as 
fuels for most other land and marine-based equipment because of their high 
emissions. 

The ability to burn heavy fuel oil in the slow-speed crosshead diesel engine 
began in the mid-1950’s. Considerable research and development was required 
to overcome the inherent problems in burning HFO.  The initial breakthrough 
came with the availability of cylinder lubricating oils which could neutralize the 
formation of acids which formed as a result of the combustion of high-sulfur fuel 
oils. 
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Vessels operating in either the International Maritime Organization (IMO) 
Emission Control Areas (ECA) or under the ARB Fuel Regulation mandate will be 
required to burn fuels with a sulfur content considerably lower than the upper 
sulfur limit of DMA as specified in the ISO 8217 fuel standard. 
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TTable 3.2: TTemperatuure-Viscosity Diagramm 

SSource: Sulzer DDiesel 
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33.2 Fuel Visscosity Maanagementt Issues 

FFuel viscositty can vary considerabbly depending on the ffuel type annd operating 
teemperaturee. The fuel system for a modern ddiesel engine operatinng on heavyy 
fuuel oil has sstandard features to innsure reliabble engine ooperation. TTo accurateely 
mmaintain thee viscosity wwithin a narrrow range the fuel is ccontinually being 
circulated (FFigure 3.2-11). Modern systems are designedd to handlee fuel with 
viscosities aas high as 7700 centistookes (cSt) aat 50° C. 

FFigure 3.2-11: Example of Engine Fuel Floww Schemaatic Drawinng. 
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Source: MAN Diesel [RReference 22] 

AA circulationn system is necessary to insure pproper operaation of thee diesel enggine 
at all load coonditions when burningg HFO. Fuuel viscosityy must be mmaintained 
thhroughout tthe entire fuuel injectionn system evven when thhe main engine is 
sttopped. Beecause HFOO is very viscous, the fuel must bbe heated too about 1000 to 
120 degreess Celsius wwithin the syystem fuel taanks and fuuel lines to reduce thee 
fuuel’s viscossity. The visscosity of hheavy fuel ooil is generaally maintained betweeen 
13 and 17 cSSt (see Tabble 3.2). If the heavy ffuel oil becoomes too vviscous, thee fuel 
mmay not pummp properlyy. 

TTo prevent tthe formatioon of vapor in the circuulating systtem, a fuel ssupply pummp 
inncreases thhe pressure of the fuel entering thhe circulatinng system tto a typical 
pressure of 44 bar. An uundesired eeffect of thee circulatingg system is that when 
operating onn distillate fuuel, the distillate may be heated as it circulaates near thhe 
hot engine ccomponentss. The temperature off some of thhe fuel systtem 
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components will be close to the temperature of the engine jacket cooling water 
(80° C). The result is an undesirable drop in the viscosity of the distillate fuel 
even with all the system heating sources shut off. 

The properties of distillate fuel are considerably different than HFO and 
accordingly it has different parameters that must be maintained.  Distillate fuel 
has stricter specifications assuring fuel quality and improved combustion 
characteristics within the combustion chamber are to be expected.  Distillate 
fuels have lower densities than HFO, which results in a net reduction in the 
calorific values by volume.  Distillate fuels typically have a viscosity in the lower 
part of the allowable range (1.5 - 6 cSt at 40°C).  We believe that many 
operational problems are occurring because the fuel viscosity can become 
excessively low due to overheating within the fuel system.  The proper control of 
fuel viscosity during engine operation is a key constraint for operation on distillate 
fuels. 

There are two principal reasons for the specification of a minimum fuel viscosity:   
1) A change in fuel pump timing due to increased leakage between the plunger 
helix and spill port. Fuel leakage requires the pump plunger to raise higher within 
the barrel before fuel pressure becomes high enough to open the fuel valve and 
start the injection process.  Retardation of fuel timing and lower peak firing 
pressures in the combustion chamber occurs as a direct result, and   
2) The requirement for the fuel to lubricate the fuel pump barrel and plunger 
during operation.  If the fuel viscosity drops below specified values the oil film 
may not be sufficient to prevent metal to metal contact between the pump barrel 
and plunger. Excessive plunger and barrel wear, or in extreme cases plunger 
seizure, can be a direct result of this reduction in lubricity. Though the minimum 
values for distillate fuel and HFO are different, the requirement to maintain fuel 
viscosity above a given limit to prevent damage to the injection equipment is the 
same principle. 

At low engine loads, the circulation of distillate through the high-pressure pumps 
may also heat the circulating fuel and cause its viscosity to drop below specified 
minimums. At low loads or when the engine is stopped, the fuel continues to be 
circulated through the fuel system. Since the fuel pumps and fuel valve are 
mounted to the main engines, they are heated indirectly by the engine through 
thermal conduction in the metallic components.  Even with all of the system 
steam tracing turned off, circulation through the high-pressure pumps and fuel 
valves can increase distillate fuel temperature above minimum required values.  
On those vessels which are have difficulty maintaining distillate fuel above 2 cSt 
the installation of a fuel cooler/chiller into the fuel system is highly recommended. 

While we believe that viscosity management has been the principle cause for 
many of the operational problems investigated as part of this study, it is by no 
means the only concern when switching from distillate fuel to heavy fuel oil or 
vice versa. The other concerns are 1) fuel incompatibility and 2) thermal shock 
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to the engine fuel injection equipment. Because of the low number of reports or 
incidents associated with these concerns, we believe that these issues are well 
understood and are not significant. It may be this heightened awareness as to 
the critical factors associated with the fuel switching process which has resulted 
in the positive outcome. Concerns of fuel incompatibility arise from the fact that 
distillate fuel with low aromatic hydrocarbon content and heavy fuel oil will be 
mixed together within the fuel circulation system for an extended period of time 
during the fuel switching process.  The asphaltenes contained within the heavy 
fuel oil has the potential to precipitate as heavy sludge.  This sludge has the 
potential to clog fuel filters which in turn can starve the engine of fuel.  This 
concern can be minimized by testing of vessel bunkers, prior to loading, to insure 
compatibility of the two fuels. While this issue is a genuine concern it has not 
been significant factor as reported.  In addition, fuel switching takes place well 
offshore and must be completed by the time the vessel enters the 24 nm 
regulatory zone. 

Thermal shock to fuel injection equipment can occur due to sudden fuel 
temperature changes. A sudden change in fuel temperature flowing through the 
injection equipment can result in an unequal expansion of the moving parts 
resulting in seizure. This phenomenon can occur within the high pressure fuel 
pump (plunger/barrel) or fuel valve (needle valve) if the temperature of fuel at the 
engine is allowed to vary too quickly during the fuel switching process.  The 
allowable rate of change for temperature can vary significantly between engine 
models and the manufacturer’s recommendations should always be followed.   

During the switching process, a mixture of fuels with significantly different 
properties is circulated within the fuel system.  For example, if the system was 
charged with distillate fuel and changing over to HFO was desired, the fuel 
temperature would be increased at a steady rate while HFO was slowly 
introduced into the fuel circulating system through a mixing valve. Throughout the 
process the appropriate fuel viscosity must be maintained while raising the fuel 
temperature at the prescribed rate. Automation is available which can simplify 
the switching process for the engineering crew and avoid rapid temperature 
deviations. One example would be the “Diesel Switch” sold by MAN B&W and is 
illustrated in Figure 3.2-2. 
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FFigure 3.2-22: Modern Fuel System with A Distillate Fuel Cooleer and Diessel 
SSwitch Moddifications 

Source: MAN Diesel [RReference 23] 

33.3 High Prressure Fuel Pump Leakage 

TThe high preessure fuel pump systeem for a typpical main eengine is shown 
schematically in Figuree 3.3-1 and as an asseembly drawwing is showwn in Figuree 
3.3-2. This componentt has been associatedd with issues concerninng leakage past 
thhe suction vvalve and innternal O-rings. High pressure fuuel pump leeakage can 
occur due too, 1) worn bbarrel and pplunger (pieece 556 & 5532), 2) leakking punctuure 
valve slide (piece 723) or valve hoousing “O-ring” seals ((piece 711), or 3) Leakking 
suction valvee slide (piece 448) or seal (piecee 473.) 

TThe barrel aand plungerr are manuffactured to very precisse tolerancees to minimmize 
fuuel leakagee. A small aamount of leeakage is rrequired as the fuel is utilized to 
luubricate theese moving metallic paarts. Over ttime, as thee pump plunnger and baarrel 
become worrn fluid leakkage will inccrease. Ussing fuel witth lower visscosity will 
inncrease thee leakage voolume evenn further.  Iff the leakagge becomess excessivee, it 
wwill reduce the pump discharge prressure ressulting in a rreduced volume of fueel 
going to the engine. 

TThe puncturre valve (pvv) is a safetyy feature thhat is designed to shutt-down pummp 
delivery if a pneumatic signal fromm the main eengine conntrol systemm is activateed. 
TThe pneumaatic signal aacts upon thhe air piston (piece 6664) which inn turn pressses 
down on thee puncture vvalve slide lifting it off the sealingg surface. OOnce the pvv 
slide opens, high-presssure fuel caan exit the bbarrel cavityy and drain to the pummp 
suction galleery. 

TThe suction valve slide automaticaally lifts off its sealing surface alloowing fluid from 
thhe pump suuction gallerry to enter tthe pump bbarrel on thee downwarrd stroke of the 
pump plungeer. Any leakage of thee housing seeals or slidee will lowerr the develooped 
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pressure on the upwardd plunger sstoke and deecrease fueel delivery vvolume. Thhe 
decrease in fuel volumee may decrrease the fuuel injectionn pressure. 

FFigure 3.3-11: High Pressure Fueel Pump OOverview DDrawings 

SSource: MAN DDiesel 

FFigure 3.3-22: High Pressure Fueel Pump AAssembly DDrawings 

SSource: MAN DDiesel 
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FFigure 3.3-33: Example of Fuel Innjector Cirrculation DDiagram 

SSource: MAN DDiesel 

PProblems wiith the fuel pump havee been correelated with  excessive internal 
leeakage betwween the high-pressurre pump pluunger and bbarrel. Thiss problem wwas 
iddentified as a likely rooot cause forr some of thhe LOP inccidents. Forr fuels with 
loower viscossity, more leeakage will occur thereeby decreaasing fuel innjection 
pressures. 

AAn engine wwith worn high-pressure fuel pumpps may runn at higher sspeeds but will 
have difficulty starting oor running aat dead sloww. Fuel injection presssure of 
mmechanically actuated fuel pumpss tends to bbe lower at low engine revolutionss 
due to decreeased plungger velocitiees. Leakingg seals for the puncture valve maay 
be observedd by the extternal leakaage or by thhe increased flow rate into the fueel 
catch tank. A leaking OO-ring seal in the suctiion valve mmay reduce injection 
pressures wwhich would be indicateed by a droop in exhausst temperatture. 

TThe fuel pummp index is dependentt on the ammount of pummp wear annd the viscoosity 
of the fuel oiil. Worn fuuel pumps aand leakingg suction vaalves will shhow up as aan 
inncreased fuuel index annd results inn lower fuell injection ppressures. The 
mmanufactureer recommeends overhaauling the ppumps wheen the indexx has increaased 
10% above the fuel inddex for a neew pump. 

Low fuel visccosity will inncrease leaakage in thee fuel pumpp, and thereeby necesssitate 
higher indexxes for injeccting the saame volumee. The energy contentt per unit 
volume and the specificc gravity of the distillatte fuel can therefore aalso influencce 
inndex. All paarameters tthat affect tthe fuel oil cconsumptioon (ambientt conditionss, 
pmax, etc.) sshould be mmonitored dduring the fuel switch oover processs. 
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33.4 High Prressure Fuel Pump VVariable Injjection Timming 

OOn those enngines fittedd with Variaable Injectioon Timing (VVIT), the enngine controol 
syystem will ssignificantlyy advance tthe injectionn of fuel intoo the cylindder to increaase 
peak firing ppressures and improvee combustioon during engine start--up. It is 
immportant that the VIT injection coontrol systemm is workinng properly when 
operating onn low-viscossity distillatee fuels. Thhe lower visscosity increeases leakaage 
past the fuell pump plunnger lowerinng injectionn pressuress and retardding fuel 
innjection intoo the combuustion chammber. A prooperly workking VIT control will 
mmediate thiss problem and improvee combustioon during thhe initial engine startinng 
process. 

FFigure 3.4-1 depicts a ccommon coontrol arranngement used by MANN B&W on the 
slow-speed diesel engines. In thiss arrangemeent the pummp barrel caan be 
mmechanically raised or lowered to advance oor retard injeection timinng. The pump 
barrel has a threaded loower end wwhich fits intto the internal threadss of the timing 
guide. The timing guide has a geaar rim whicch meshes wwith a toothhed rack thaat is 
linnked to a servo-air cyllinder.  Thee position off the upperr toothed rack determinnes 
thhe vertical pposition of tthe barrel reelative to thhe plunger. 

TThe VIT system must bbe checked regularly too insure thaat the systeem is movinng 
frreely and iss operating in the manner prescribbed by the engine maanufacturer. 

FFigure 3.4-11: Super VVIT Systemm 

SSource: MAN DDiesel 
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3.5 External Fuel System Leakage 

The distillate fuel can act as a solvent removing hardened deposits left by heavy 
fuel oil. The viscosity of the distillate fuel is much lower, allowing for a larger 
quantity of fuel to leak past. Sealing O-rings can lose their elasticity and ability to 
seal properly due to the high temperatures to which they are exposed.  Changing 
fuel temperatures cause expansion & contraction of fuel system components.  O-
rings which have degraded due to exposure to heat over a long period of time 
may not able to conform to the changes and leakage occurs. 
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4 CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

4.1 Fuel Viscosity Management is Critical  

Based on the available information, CMA Technical Staff believes that heating of 
the distillate fuel resulting in viscosity below the recommended minimum level, 
often combined with other factors, was the cause of most operational difficulties 
associated with the usage of low sulfur distillate fuel.  The other factors include: 
(1) worn fuel system equipment, such as fuel pumps or seals; (2) engine 
adjustments not optimized for the use of distillate fuel such as rack or governor 
settings; and (3) operational procedures not optimized for the use of distillate 
fuel. The use of a low viscosity distillate fuel combined with worn high-pressure 
fuel pumps resulted in inadequate fuel injection pressures.  Loss of propulsion 
can result under these circumstances, due to excessive leakage of fuel within the 
high-pressure fuel pumps.  Excessively worn or leaking pumps can result in low 
fuel injection pressures and incomplete combustion.  Therefore, it is critical that 
shipboard crew maintain the fuel injection pumps within manufacturer’s 
specifications, and ensure that fuel viscosity is maintained above 2 centistokes 
(cSt) at the high-pressure fuel pump inlet. Recommendations for improved 
practices stemming from this review include: 

 Perform a Fuel Switching Test Prior to Visiting California  
 Determine Condition of High-Pressure Fuel Pumps Using the Fuel Pump 

Index 
 Document Fuel Switching Procedures for the Crew 
 Adjust Preventative Maintenance Schedule of Fuel System Components 

as Determined by Operational Experience 
 Specify and Verify Distillate Fuel Viscosity 
 Maintain Fuel Systems to Prevent External Leakage 
 Check Governor Pre-set Speed Setting or Binding of the Fuel Rack 
 Transfer Control from the Bridge to Engine Control Room if the Engine is 

Difficult to Start 
 Evaluate Cylinder Lubrication 

4.2 Recommendations 

4.2.1 Perform Fuel Switching Pre-Testing 

Performing a test-run on distillate fuel prior to the vessel entering a maneuvering 
situation is absolutely vital. The test run should be performed in a safe area prior 
to entering maneuvering situations such as ports.  Testing should be done 
periodically since fuel equipment wears over the life of the vessel.  Test-runs 
should include trials under slow speed maneuvering conditions, such as 
changing direction from ahead to astern. Test runs provide invaluable training to 
the vessel’s crew and an opportunity to repair any problems that are revealed as 
a result. During this pre-test, the response to the astern bell should be assessed 
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and the condition of the high-pressure fuel pumps should be checked to 
determine that the internal leakage will not be excessive on the less viscous 
distillate fuel. 

4.2.2 Determine Condition of High-Pressure Fuel Pumps Using the Fuel 
Pump Index 

The fuel pump index is dependent on the amount of pump wear and the viscosity 
of the fuel oil. Worn fuel pumps and leaking suction valves will show up as an 
increased fuel index. The manufacturer recommends overhauling the pumps 
when the index has increased 10% above the fuel index for a new pump. 

4.2.3 Document Fuel Switching Procedures 

It is essential that the vessel is supplied with written fuel switching procedures 
that follow engine manufacturer’s guidelines. These guidelines should be 
specific to the actual shipboard systems if they deviate from the standard 
recommended fuel system. The engineering crew must fully understand the 
procedures and know the locations of all pertinent system valves and equipment. 

When shifting from heavy fuel oil to distillate fuel, all fuel line steam tracing 
should be turned off prior to switching. Fuel viscosity must be maintained within 
manufacturer’s recommendations throughout the switching process. 

With low viscosity fuels, the diesel oil day tank used to store the distillate fuel 
should be maintained at as low a temperature as possible.  As an option, the 
engine manufacturers can provide equipment which has been designed to 
automate the switching process.  Modern fuel systems react very quickly to any 
change and this option would greatly assist the crew in maintaining fuel viscosity 
and temperature during this transition period. 

4.2.4  Adjust Preventative Maintenance Schedule of Fuel System 
Components as Determined by Operational Experience 

The maintenance schedule for fuel injection equipment will need to be adjusted 
to insure that excessive internal leakage does not occur.  Since distillate fuel 
exhibits a lower viscosity, the volume of leakage past any gap will be greater. 
The allowable wear for fuel pump and fuel valve (injector) components will be 
correspondingly reduced as a result of the lower viscosity of the distillate.  The 
manufacturers' guidelines should be used as a starting point and adjusted over 
time as experience is gained with engine operation on distillate fuel. 

4.2.5 Specify and Verify Fuel Viscosity 

When ordering bunkers, the vessel operator should specify low-sulfur distillate 
with as high a viscosity as possible.  Distillate fuel should never be heated within 
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the fuel system to the point that its viscosity drops below 2 cSt.  If the viscosity of 
the fuel cannot be maintained above 2 cSt due to the absorption of heat within 
the fuel circulating system, the addition of a heat exchanger to cool the fuel 
would alleviate the problem. 

4.2.6 Maintain Fuel Systems to Prevent External Leakage 

Any system leakage should be repaired prior to burning distillate fuel as the less 
viscous fuel tends to remove heavy fuel deposits thereby increasing the volume 
of the leak. Engineering staff should check the general condition of fuel system 
sealing O-rings for loss of elasticity or cracking.  They should also check that the 
fuel rack moves easily without binding and the pre-set governor speed setting is 
correct. 

Before operating on distillate fuel for the first time, it may be beneficial to sample 
the condition of fuel pump O-ring seals by removing a seal from the oldest pump 
to determine if the elasticity of the seal is adequate.  If the sample seal is 
cracked, hardened, or otherwise not in good condition, it may be advisable to 
replace all seals prior to running on distillate fuel.   

4.2.7 Check Governor Pre-set Speed Setting or Binding of the Fuel Rack 

Engine failure to start may be associated with initial governor setting being 
insufficient and limiting fuel delivery.  It is important that engine crew check that 
the pre-set governor speed setting pressure is not set too low or for too short a 
time period. They should also assure that there is no binding in the fuel pumps, 
rod connections, or bearings.  If the engine fails to start on Bridge control, 
switching to the Engine Room Console may allow the engine to start in some 
instances. 

4.2.8 Transfer Engine Control  

Additional care must be used until the starting characteristics of the engine on 
distillate are proven. It is recommended that engines that have not recently 
operated on distillate fuel transfer control to the engine control room when 
reversing the main engine while under way.  This will allow the engineers to 
increase the starting fuel setting if the engine does not start on the first attempt. 
Vessel engineers should be experienced in controlling the engine from both the 
engine control room and from the engine side. 

4.2.9 Evaluate Cylinder Lubrication 

When operating on low sulfur fuel the cylinder oil feed rate and the usage of a 
cylinder lubricating oil with a base number (BN) of 40 should be evaluated 
carefully. When a cylinder lubricating oil formulated for high sulfur fuel ~70BN is 
used for long periods of time the un-neutralized calcium carbonate can form a 
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hard deposit on the upper land of the piston crown and interfere with proper 
cylinder/piston ring lubrication. Reducing the cylinder oil feed rate is normally 
sufficient for operation on low sulfur fuels for short periods of time.  It is not 
expected that vessels will need to switch to the lower BN oil for compliance with 
the California ARB Fuel Regulation. Cylinder lubricating oil feed rates can vary 
considerably between engine makes and models and it is extremely important 
that the engine manufacturer’s instructions be consulted and closely followed. 
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